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The magnetization distributions in individual soft magnetic permalloy caps on non-magnetic
spherical particles with sizes ranging from 50 to 800 nm are investigated. We experimentally
visualize the magnetic structures at the resolution limit of the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
photoelectron emission microscopy (XMCD-PEEM). By analyzing the so-called tail contrast in
XMCD-PEEM, the spatial resolution is significantly enhanced, which allowed us to explore
magnetic vortices and their displacement on curved surfaces. Furthermore, cap nanostructures are
modeled as extruded hemispheres to determine theoretically the phase diagram of equilibrium
magnetic states. The calculated phase diagram agrees well with the experimental observations.
C 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4756708]
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Topological effects in magnetic nanostructures have
become very attractive to tune magnetic properties in a
deterministic way. One of the most prominent examples is
the appearance of topologically stabilized magnetic vortices
in patterned magnetic films.1,2 The magnetic vortex is characterized by two parameters, namely chirality (sense of curling of the in-plane magnetization) and polarity (orientation
of the out-of-plane magnetic moment). The controlled creation and manipulation of these vortices are crucial for applications, such as magnetic logic and memory concepts.3,4
Several approaches are introduced to tailor chirality and
polarity of vortices that rely on either field-5–7 or currentdriven manipulation.8–10 Very recently, we discovered in
soft magnetic spherical shells that topology and curvature
modify the in-surface structure of the vortex.11 It is already
known that curvature affects the magnetic properties of hard
magnetic caps on spherical particles.12,13 Both intercap
exchange interaction and magnetization reversal exhibit
substantial modifications with respect to their planar counterparts due to the curvature-driven thickness gradient. Curvature templates were also applied to prepare magnetic
vortices in soft magnetic cap structures on spherical14 and
cylindrical objects,15 which show a reduced magnetostatic
intercap coupling. A chirality coupling between neighboring
caps and novel chirality-frustrated states is observed in
closely packed arrangements.14 This coupling is expected to
be strongly dependent on the thickness of the soft magnetic
films and the size of the particles. In order to tailor the intercap interaction, the phase diagram (thickness-diameter) has
to be explored for hemispherical cap structures in analogy to
those for planar disks.16
In this work, we present the magnetization distributions
in individual magnetic caps on non-magnetic spherical particles with sizes ranging from 50 to 800 nm. The magnetic
structures are visualized at the resolution limit of the used
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism photoelectron emission
a)
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microscope (XMCD-PEEM) set-up, which is of about 50 nm
for curved magnetic samples.15 By analyzing the so-called tail
contrast, an enhanced spatial resolution is achieved, which is
explored to study magnetic vortices and the displacement of
the vortex cores. The origin of the tail contrast is elucidated.
Micromagnetic simulations are carried out by using the full
scale OOMMF code17 to determine the phase diagram of
equilibrium magnetic states in capped structures by modelling
them as extruded hemispheres. This geometry considers the
curvature-driven thickness gradient of the cap structures and
provides further insight into the experimental findings.
The curvature template is obtained by dropcasting nonmagnetic spherical silica particles (diameter: 50, 100, 330,
800 nm) onto a silicon wafer that results in an assembly of
loosely distributed particles. The soft magnetic permalloy (Py,
Ni81 Fe19 ) film (20 nm) is deposited by means of dcmagnetron sputtering at room temperature (base pressure:
7  108 mbar; Ar pressure: 103 mbar). The magnetic film is
sandwiched by a Ta capping (5 nm) and buffer (2 nm) layer.
By positioning an aperture above the substrate, directional
deposition with flux perpendicular to the sample surface is
ensured. The resulting magnetic film exhibits a thickness gradient from top towards the equator due to the effectively varying deposition angle caused by the curvature.14
In order to image the magnetic domains in curved nanostructures, XMCD-PEEM18 at the L3 absorption edge of
nickel is applied. In the used set-up, the polarized x-ray radiation hits the sample under an angle of 74 with respect to
the surface normal. The XMCD-PEEM contrast reveals the
magnetization parallel (red) and antiparallel (blue) to the
direction of the x-ray beam. As a reference, the magnetic signal of a planar disk with a diameter of 300 nm on top of a
substantially underetched pillow is depicted [Fig. 1(a)]. The
location of disks and caps is indicated by dashed circles in
Figs. 1(a)–1(c). For the planar disk, the well-known dipolar
contrast appears that is characteristic for the curling of the
in-plane magnetization of vortices.19 In contrast, the magnetic signal of the cap structures with a diameter down to
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FIG. 1. (a) Magnetic vortex state in a planar disk (1 ¼ 300 nm) on top of
an underetched pillow visualized by XMCD-PEEM. (b) XMCD-PEEM signal of 20 nm thick Py caps with diameters of 330, 100, 50 nm (field of view:
350  1200 nm2 ). (c) Vortex core displacement causes a significant change
of the tail contrast. Both samples show due to transmission an inverted tail
contrast. The schematics illustrate the contrast origin of three-dimensional magnetic structures: (d) planar significantly underetched Py disk, and (e) Py cap.

100 nm exhibits at remanence a quadrupole-like pattern
accompanied by an inverted tail contrast [Fig. 1(b)]. This tail
contrast is also observed for underetched disks [Fig. 1(a)] and
magnetic tubes.20 A non-zero background contrast is apparent,
because the surrounding planar substrate is also covered with
the magnetic film. The peculiar appearance of the vortex state
in cap structures was proven for caps with a diameter of
330 nm by applying an external magnetic field parallel (panel
c, left image) or antiparallel (panel c, right image) to the direction of x-rays and detecting the displacement of the vortex
core perpendicular to the field direction [Fig. 1(c)].
The origin of the quadrupole pattern and the tail contrast
is related to the transmission effect of the x-ray radiation. In
XMCD-PEEM, the magnetization component along the
incidence plane is determined by the difference between the
intensity of photoelectrons ef6 emanated after exciting with
left- and right-circular polarized light and normalized by their
sum:
XMCD ¼

e fþ  e f
:
e fþ þ e f

tion. In addition, the tail contrast suffers less from local field
distortion caused by the sphere itself. This feature was experimentally proven by observing the magnetic vortex state in
an underetched disk. The enhancement was further used to
investigate the magnetic state of caps with a diameter of
50 nm [Fig. 1(b)]. Although no signal was detected from the
cap structure, the monochrome tail contrast [indicated by an
arrow in Fig. 1(b)] provided information about the onion
state in the capped structure as revealed by numerical calculations.14 Focusing on the tail contrast is also convenient for
the investigation of small displacements of the vortex core
[Fig. 1(c), core indicated by black point].
The obtained experimental data are compared to micromagnetic simulation carried out with the material parameters
of Py.21 The magnetic cap structure is modeled by an
extruded hemisphere that has an inner and outer radius R and
a constant thickness h [Fig. 2(a)]. This geometry accounts
for the curvature-driven thickness gradient of the cap structures. We simulated the remanent states starting with different types of initial magnetization distributions: the uniform
easy-axial state (along the cylinder axis), the uniform easyplane one (along the cutting plane of the hemisphere), and
the vortex distribution. All initial distributions lead to different locally stable curling states, corresponding to the energy
minimum; while the global energy minimum is provided by
the ground state. Following such a scheme, we constructed
diagrams of equilibrium magnetization distribution [Fig.
2(b)]. The experimental data are indicated by double circles
(red: vortex state, green: onion state), which agrees well with
the theory. The importance of exploring the tail contrast is
obvious, since otherwise no information could have been
found about the boundary region.
In order to elucidate the phase diagram, it is instructive to
use an analogy with a phase diagram of the planar disk.16
Therefore, we overlaid the calculated diagram for caps with
the boundaries of different phases of disk-shaped particles22
[dashed lines in Fig. 2(b)]. The two phase diagrams are quite
similar. However, there are differences, i.e., the monodomain
state of the thin sample is almost uniform (in-plane flower

(1)

Three-dimensional structures, which are partially transparent to x-ray radiation, exhibit due to the helicity-dependent
absorption an inverted XMCD contrast in their shadow,20 the
tail contrast [left side in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. In case of isolated spheres, the tail contrast is stretched along the incidence direction, which enhances the spatial resolution of the
PEEM along this direction. For a sphere with a diameter of
330 nm under illumination at 74 with respect to the film
normal, the expected shadow along the beam is about
1.2 lm, which agrees well with the experimental observa-

FIG. 2. (a) Magnetization distribution in a Py cap with a radius R ¼ 30 nm
and a thickness h ¼ 10 nm. The top view shows the cross-section as indicated
in the side view. The sample is in the onion state. (b) Phase diagram of equilibrium magnetization states in caps. Symbols correspond to simulation data
for Py nanocaps: 䉬,uniform easy-axis state; 䊏, onion state; , vortex state;
lines represent the phase boundaries of disks. The double circles indicate the
experimental data.
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state16) in case of the disk, while it is a curling state (onion
state) in case of the caps. The reason is that the magnetization
distribution of the onion state caps is close to uniform in the
front view, while it is almost tangential in the side view [Fig.
2(a)]. Hence, the magnetostatic charges of the face surfaces
are small, and the magnetostatic energy of such a cap is
mainly due to the edge surface charges. Supposing that the
magnetization is almost uniform in the xy-plane, we can use
the approximation of the magnetization distribution in a uniformly magnetized disk.22 For the vortex state, the magnetization distribution is similar to that of a planar disk. The
boundary surface between two uniform states can be
expressed analytically, h ¼ Rec with ec  1:47.23 When e
< ec the magnetization lies in the xy-plane, while for e > ec ,
the easy-axis state is favored.
In conclusion, we investigated the equilibrium magnetic
states of soft magnetic cap structures. A way to enhance the
spatial resolution of XMCD-PEEM by exploring the tail contrast instead of the structure contrast directly was presented.
That way, we verified several points of the numerically
calculated phase diagram for Py caps. Simulations were performed by considering capped structures as extruded hemispheres that account for the curvature-driven thickness
gradient.
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